Name: _______________________________________________________________

**Directions:** Respond to the questions below based on information in the video clips.

**Clip 1: Crossing the Border**

Describe the process of crossing the border shown in the video clip.

What dangers to the men face?

**Clip 2: Life at the Camp**

Describe conditions for the workers at their camp.

What information do you learn about one worker’s family? How many people is he supporting with his labor? What risks and sacrifices is he willing to endure for his family?

**Clip 3: The Men Discuss Their Lives**

What observations do the men make about their conditions?

In referring to the wall being built between Israel and the Palestinian territories, one man says, “We got used to working in Israel, now Israel wants to shut us out in one stroke. We won’t be able to cope with it. If you shut a cat in a room, won’t it jump at you?” What do you think he meant?

What do the men think will happen when the wall along the border is finished? What effects might the wall have on the people on each side of the border?